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An elementary combinatorial proof is presented of the following fixed point theorem: Let P 
be a finite partially ordered set with a cut-set X. If every subset of X has either a meet or a join, 
then P has the fixed point property. This theorem is strengthened to include a certain class of 
infinite partially ordered sets, as well. 
Let P be a partially ordered set. P is said to have the fixed point property if 
every order-preserving map f from P to P has a fixed point. Several authors have 
addressed the problem of characterizing posets with the fixed point property. 
Some of these include Abian and Brown [i], Davis [3], Hiift and Hiift [S], Duffus 
et al. [4], Rival [6], Tarski [7], and Wong [8]. 
Using homological techniques, Baclawski and Bjijrner [2, Corollary 2.61 prove, 
amid many other results, the following generalization of a sufficient condition of 
Hiift and Heft [SJ: Let P be a finite poset and X a cutset of P. If every subset of X 
has a meet or a join, then P has the fixed point property. The purpose of this note 
is to provide an elementary combinatorial proof of this result. At the same time 
our proof will extend the result to a class of infinite posets. Our proof is similar in 
character to that of Hiift and Heft. 
Let P be a partially ordered set. A function f from P to P is order-preserving if 
for all x, y E P, x s y implies f(x) of. P has a fixed point under f if f(x) = x for 
some x E P. P has the fixed point property if it has a fixed point under all 
order-preserving functions. 
P is well-ordered complete if every non-void well-ordered chain of P has a join 
in P and every nonvoid dually well-ordered chain of P has a meet in P. 
x=(x1,. . . , xk}, a subset of P, is a cutset if every finite chain in P can be 
extended to include some elements of X. We are now ready to state the theorem. 
Theorem. Let P be a well-ordered complete partially ordered set. Suppose it 
contains a finite cutset X0 with the property that every subset ojXO has either a meet 
or a join. Then P has the fixed point property. 
Ce+ral to our proof is the following lemma: 
Lema. Let P be a well-ordered complete partially ordered set, and j an order- 
preserving junction from P to P. Then the set {x 1 x <f(x)} (alternatively 
{x 1 x 2 j(x)}, is non-empty if and only if P has a fixed point under j. 
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Proof of Lemma. A brief proof using Zorn’s lemma can be found in [$, 
Theorem l]. For a more involved proof that does not use Zorn’s lemma see [l, 
Theorem 21. 
Proof of Theorem. The proof will be inductive. Assuming at each step that there 
is no fixed point for an arbitrary f, we will construct a sequence of posets 
P=>P13&=* l ’ and cutsets of these posets X,x X1 2X, 3 l l * where the con- 
tainments are proper and every set is non-empty. The last set in the sequence of 
cutsets contains only one element and by construction this point will have to be a 
fixed point, or be mapped to a related element. 
Let X0 be the cutset of P, Suppose that the join of all the elements of X0 exists; 
call it jO. (If the meet exists the argument dualises.) f(~~) must be greater than or 
incomparable to all the elements of X0. If it were less than any, then f(~~) Gi0 and 
hence, by ‘the lemma, we have a fixed point. If f(~*~ isgreater than all the elements 
of X,, then jog fan*), since j0 is the join of these elements and again the lemma 
applies. Define .P1 = {x E P 1 x 6 fade)} and X1 = X0 n P1. By the above arguments 
we know that X1 is strictly contained in X0 and it is non-empty. It is clear that X1 
is a cutset of P,. 
Our proof will proceed inductively. We distinguish between two cases. Case 1 is 
where the set Xi-.l has a join (resp. meet) and Xi has a meet (resp. join). Case 2 is 
where both Xi-1 and Xi have joins (resp. meets). The poset Pi has the general 
form pi ={XEPIf(ii-1)“?x~f(m,)} h w ere r < i - 1 and m, is the meet of the set 
X,. It is possible that Pi = {X E P 1 f(ji-1) a X) but this only makes the following 
arguments easier. 
Case 1: We restrict ourselves to the pose& Pi* Suppose the set Xi-1 has a join, 
ii _1, but Xi has a meet in P, say mi. We will first show that mi and f(mi) are 
elements of Pi. Since f(ii-1) is greater than Xi by construction, and f(m,) is a lower 
bound on Xi, f(j,-1) a mi 3 f( m,) because mi is the meet of Xi. Thus mi E Pi. 
Moreover, since Xi c Xr we have mi 2 m, and thus f(mi) 3 f(m,) because f is 
order-preserving. Xi C: Xi _ 1 implies that mi sii-.l hence f(mi)sfvi-l). Thus 
fi(mi) EPi* 
We TIOW construct our new poset Pi+1 with cutset Xi+1 in such a way that 
_ph 1+1’,’ Xi, pi+1 c Pi, and the containment is proper. Observe that the one element 
chain ,‘&) can be extended to include an element of Xi because Xi is a cutset of 
Pi* Since Yni is less than every element of Xi, f(~i~ is either less than or unrelated 
to each element of Xi, otherwise, by the lemma, we’d have a fixed point. In 
addition there is some element in Xi greater than ~~~i~ since the two element 
chain f~~i-~), f( mi) can be extended to include an element of Xi‘ f(~i~ can’t be less 
than everything in Xi or it would be less than mi (since mi is the meet) and hence 
we’d have a fixed point by the lemma. SO, let Pi+1 = {x E Pi 1 x 2 f(~i~} and 
Xi+* = Xi n Pi+l. By the above comments Xi+1 is nonvoid and strictly contained in 
Xi- It is easy to see that Xi+, is a cutset for Pi+, s This argument dualises if Xi-1 
has a r: teet and Xi has a join. 
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Case 2: Again WC restrict ourselves to the poset Pi. Suppose the set Xi-1 had a 
;oin, ji-1, and Xi has a join ji* AS in the previous case, we first show that ji and 
i(k) are in Pi and then construct the new poset Pi+1 and cutset Xi+l. 
ji E Pi since f( ji_1) is an upper bound on Xi and ji is the join of Xi. This implies 
ji Gftji._l). Since f is order-preserving f(ji)sf(ji_l) and hence f(ji_l)E Pi. The two 
element chain f(ji), f(ji_1) can be extended to contain elements of the cutset Xi. 
Let .pi+* = {x E Pi 1 f(ji) 2 x}. By arguments similar to those of the previous case we 
get that the set Xi+1 = Pi+1 n Xi is non-empty and stfictly contained in Xi. This 
argument duaiises for Xi-1 having a meet and Xi having a meet. 
This completes the construction of the posets Pi and cutsets Xi. It is clear from 
this construction that when for some k, Xlk is a single point ys y will be a fixed 
point or is mapped to a related point. 
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